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Little Kids, Big Stories
I will never forget the first child who told me, “I love you .” He was a four-year-old named 
Vinay, and I was balancing him on one knee as I helped him wash his little hands in the 
big people sink . It caught me so off guard . I’m sure I paused for the briefest second before 
returning this undeserved sentiment with an “I love you too .”

I will also never forget the first child who threw up on me . He was a three-year-old named 
Garrett, and he gave me no forewarning except for a breathy, “I don’t feel good .” In my 
brand-new lavender and white seersucker suit, I squatted down in front of him and ever so 
sweetly said, “What’s wrong, Gar…?” I didn’t get my question fully out before Garrett got 
what was bothering him out—and I mean fully out . It was also fully over, around, and down 
me and my suit . Needless to say, that was the last time I wore a suit and heels to the Toddler 
class .

At one point, we were all newbies at this thing called teaching . We all have “firsts” and 
stories we could share about working with children, particularly with very young children . 
The stories may be funny, or gross, or shocking, or heartwarming, and for those who have 
been teaching for many years, the stories will be plenteous . Regardless of how these 
children’s stories unfold, I realize that as Toddler teachers, we are at the beginning, and it 
is a unique privilege to be there . 

Our students are newbies at this thing called life . We may only have them in our classes for 
an hour or two per week, but we have a considerable role in creating the setting in which 
they will view God . We have a significant role in establishing a foundation upon which they 
will build their understanding of truth . 

Never trivialize what you do, even when what you do may seem to consist less of bringing 
the Word of God and more of making bubbles in the sink and cleaning messes off the floor . 
You are making a difference one little kid at a time . If the Word is in you, then it will show 
in everything you say and do . This quarter, allow the power of God’s light and love to shine 
through you to your students . They will not only love and trust you, but they will learn to love 
and trust Jesus because of you .

Editorial by Shannon Wilpitz
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Unit 1
Light and Love in I John

Unit Bible Verse
“Greater is he that is in you, than 
he that is in the world” (I John 4:4).

Unit Bible Words
Jesus is greater than everything.

Scripture Text
Acts 9:1–22
I John 1:9

Bible Point
God is light.

Life Application
I walk in God’s light.

CORE SUPPLIES
Excite and Engage

Welcome: Each lesson in this unit features a different type of light: 1.) variety of flashlights, 2.) lava 
lamp, 3.) string of twinkling Christmas lights, and 4.) sunlight. For this lesson, display flashlights 
on a table at students’ eye level.
Unit 1’s theme song is “Open Up Your Heart (and Let the Sunshine In)” by Cowboy Church Sunday 
School. Learn the words to the chorus (with motions), perhaps learning to play the song on a 
keyboard or ukulele. For suggested motions, search YouTube for “Miss Nina-Children’s Sing & 
Move Along Songs-Open Up Your Heart (and Let the Sunshine In)” though we do not recommend 
showing this video to children. 
Offering container, attendance charts (ap) , attendance stickers (trp) , city sounds 

Activity Paper: Mount the Letters of the Day poster (trp) and Color of the Day poster (trp) . (Consider 
laminating the posters.) Add letters U and P to the Letter poster and yellow tissue or construction 
paper to the Color poster. (U word: up; P words: pulpit, pew, preacher, and people) 
Activity papers (page 1), crayons

Opening Activity: No supplies needed

Relate and Receive
Access Prior Experience: No supplies needed
Bible Lesson: Cut apart the Paul Sees the Light faces (trp)  and attach a loop of tape to the back of 

each. Mount these on a storyboard as you teach. You will also need a Bible and a flashlight (LED 
works best). 

Apply and Act
Life Application: Activity papers (page 2), Letter poster (trp), crayons
Prayer: No supplies needed
Snack Break: Colorful cereal (e.g., Fruit Loops), water, napkins, cups (2 per student), damp cleaning cloths
Home Connection: Prepare to send each student home with the unit 1 HC calendar (trp)  and the 

lesson 1 HC devotion  and the activity paper covers (ap) containing the memory work. Prepare 
child information forms  for parents to fill out as they drop off or pick up their children.

EXPANDED SUPPLIES
Worship and the Word

Worship: See page ## to learn the words and motions for “Where Is God?” to the tune of “Baby Shark.”
Provide various children’s instruments for the songs “This Little Light of Mine” and “God Is So Good.”

Memory Work: Bible, unit 1 MW poster (trp), memory charts (ap) , memory happy-face stickers (trp) 

Reinforce and Review
Option 1: No supplies needed
Option 2: Large flashlight
Option 3: Make a portable light table. (See instructions and supplies on page ##). This will be used 

throughout the unit and in lesson 13. You will also need miscellaneous transparent objects.
Option 4: Paper plates (1 per student), yellow crayons or washable markers, black fine-tipped marker, 

hole punch, string

PAUL SEES THE LIGHT 
December 6

2020
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We look forward to hearing your feedback. If you have comments, 
questions, or concerns regarding the curriculum, please direct them 
to the PPH Children’s Editor, Chris Anderson (canderson@upci.org).

CORE
Designed for a teaching period around 45 minutes, the main 
components of the CORE lesson are as follows.

Excite and Engage: 
From the moment students enter the classroom, teachers will 
excite them with a sensory experience and then engage them 
in a fun, thought-provoking activity to introduce the Bible Point 
and lay groundwork for the remainder of the lesson.

Relate and Receive
Teachers build upon students’ existing knowledge, skills, and 
experiences to help them better relate to the surroundings and 
situations of the Bible characters and receive God’s story.

Apply and Act
Students apply the Bible Point through a hands-on activity 
that highlights an age-appropriate Life Application statement. 
Then students will have an opportunity to act upon God’s Word 
through a prayerful response.

Home Connection
Each lesson ends with suggestions for connecting the lesson 
to the home. By joining with parents to help students recall the 
lesson, spiritual growth will be maximized.

EXPANDED
Designed as a supplement for a teaching period over 45 
minutes, the components of the EXPANDED section are as 
follows. These activities can be inserted into the lesson 
whenever you choose.

Worship and the Word 
Song suggestions and worship activities complement the 
lesson. An interactive memory-work activity assists students in 
memorizing the unit Bible verses and/or Bible words.

Reinforce and Review
Various opportunities are presented to reinforce the Bible Point 
and Life Application, as well as review the Bible story through 
playful and developmentally stimulating optional activities.

Fully Aligned Lesson Format
All children’s levels from toddler to preteen are fully aligned in their lesson format . This helps to ensure students’ seamless transition 
from one class to another as they are promoted . The basic lesson structure is as follows:
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While the big city shines brightly, Jesus’ light shines even 
brighter than all the streetlights . This winter quarter, 
the big city provides a snowy backdrop for learning 
about Jesus’ light and love . Tall skyscrapers stand as 
reminders that people had a plan for the big city . We will 
show students that each and every Apostolic stands as a 
reminder that God had a plan for the whole world . 

Let our trusty tour guides lead the way through God’s 
Word . John, Paul, and the minor prophets have directions 

straight from the Master Builder and Architect Himself . They are here to teach students the 
instructions they will need for a joyful life . This is one tour students do not want to miss, 
so hop in a bus, a streetcar, a subway, or a taxi . Just get here . The big city and our bigger 
God await your visit .

BASIC TODDLER DÉCOR GUIDELINES
Use the following ideas and the provided classroom décor art  as starting points for 
creative inspiration and general guides for decorating . Visit Pinterest and other websites 
for additional décor ideas . 

Need more inspiration? Visit the “Word Aflame Toddler Curriculum Teachers” Facebook 
group, as well as the Facebook groups for the other children’s levels to see other 
interpretations of the décor . 

• Keep the décor toddler-friendly . If you do not want it touched—and possibly 
destroyed—then laminate it or do not use it . 

• Avoid using sharp objects (e .g ., pins, tacks, staples) or anything small that could be 
harmful in tiny hands and mouths . 

• Are there any choking hazards in your classroom? If it can fit through a paper-towel 
tube, it can fit in a toddler’s throat .

• Mount things at toddlers’ eye level . Anything higher than the writing board should 
simply be for show, not for interaction or teaching . No one likes looking up all the 
time, so let your toddlers experience the decorations, as well as the MW posters (trp) 
and Bible art pictures (trp), on their level .

WINTER IN THE BIG CITY DÉCOR
This quarter transform your classroom into a big city, complete with tall skyscrapers, 
colorful traffic lights, and a busy bus station . Students will enjoy spending the winter 
season surrounded by all the sights and sounds of a bustling city . 

Wall 1: Teaching Time
This wall includes the writing board, Letters of the Day poster (trp), Color of the Day poster 
(trp), attendance charts (ap) , and memory charts (ap)  . Make this the least decorated 
wall, so you can keep students’ attention on your teaching visuals when you present them 
during Bible story time . 

Print each Bible art picture  via the 
downloadable resources link, saving 
the nicer enamel prints for the lesson 
and review. Mount the printed versions 
(whether on paper or cardstock) to the 
wall each week as they are used.

Also note that the back of each Bible 
art contains a line art version that can 
be used as a coloring page.

Teacher Tip
Laminate the Letters of the Day poster 
(trp) and the Color of the Day poster 
(trp) prior to mounting them to the wall. 

Purchase a pack of poster letters 
(available at most dollar stores) and 
attach adhesive Velcro dots to the back 
of each letter. Attach matching Velcro 
dots to the Letters poster for easy 
swapping of letters each class period. 

For the color poster, consider taping a 
tuft of tissue paper to the poster for a 
colorful 3-D effect. With the poster being 
laminated, the tape will pull off easily.

CLASSROOM DÉCOR
WINTER IN THE BIG CITY

Explaining Our Acronyms and Symbols
  trp =  Teacher’s Resource Packet
  tm =  Teacher’s Manual
  ap = Activity Paper 
   =  Downloadable digital 

resource using code on TRP 
instruction sheet

  MW = Memory Work
  HC = Home Connection
  BP = Bible Point
  LA = Life Application
   =  Higher-thinking directives
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Wall 2: Tall Buildings
Cover the wall with light blue or cloud-patterned butcher paper . Use the provided décor 
art  or your own freeform cutouts to create a downtown skyline of skyscrapers . The 
buildings will be more appealing to young children if they are cut from different colors 
and staggered with a row of taller buildings in the back and shorter buildings in the front . 
Cut out and glue different-sized yellow construction paper squares to the buildings to 
represent windows .

Personalization Opportunity: Print students’ pictures and glue them in the windows of the 
buildings .

Wall 3: Bright Lights 
Create a city-park scene with an entire backdrop of trees . Cover the wall in white butcher 
paper for a snowy sky . Whether the trees are two-dimensional cutouts of brown butcher 
paper or three-dimensional creations from crumpled brown butcher paper, string twinkle 
lights across the branches . Attach tufts of cotton batting on branches and line the bottom 
of the wall in thick cotton to represent a snowy ground .

3-D Opportunity: Put a park bench and decorative streetlamp in this area .

Do You Want to Build a Snowman?
For the snowy park scene, make a box snowman so students can build a snowman in 
class over and over again . 

• To create the body, cover three square boxes (each larger than the next) with white 
butcher paper . The smallest box is for the head . 

• Paint two black dots for big coal eyes, an orange triangle for the carrot nose, and five 
black dots for the smile . 

• The medium-sized box needs two large black circles painted on it for two buttons . 

• The largest box gets one large black circle painted on it near the top to complete the 
set of three buttons . 

• To create the rim of the hat, wrap a large, flat, square or rectangular box (wider than 
the snowman’s head box) in black butcher paper . 

• For the top of the hat, wrap a small square or rectangular box in black butcher paper . 

• Tie a wide red ribbon around the bottom of the small hat box . 

When all five boxes are stacked in order, they form a snowman .

If you cannot decorate entire walls, 
each of these wall ideas can be 
reproduced on a small scale to fit a 
bulletin board.

     Looking Ahead
Check all your lesson title pages (like page 8) now to see what supplies need to be gathered . Designate what 
activities require multiple copies, cutouts, or unusual supplies .

• Always create a sample of every craft activity .
• Always practice object lessons well before class to make sure your methods provide the desired result .

Before the quarter begins, tear apart the activity papers and sort the papers by lesson for easier distribution each 
week . Set apart the cover of the activity paper to send home with children in week 1 . This will provide families with 
a copy of the unit memory posters for at-home study . Order one activity paper per student, with a few extras for 
guests and for growth .

Take Advantage of the Digital Resources
If you occasionally loan out your teacher’s manual or accidentally leave it at church, don’t panic . Before the quarter 
begins, follow the process at the bottom of page 2 to download a digital version of the manual and lessons .
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Wall 4: Big Buses
Using classroom décor art , create a big, red, double-decker bus on the wall . Add a 
bright yellow sun and puffy white clouds above the bus . Create a traffic light by cutting 
a rectangle from black foam board and gluing red, yellow, and green construction paper 
circles to it . Glue the circles to the foam board and use a black cord to hang it from the 
ceiling . Make a street sign from green construction paper glued to cardboard to make it 
sturdy . Make the pole by taping together two long cardboard tubes (like found inside rolls 
of wrapping paper) . Wrap the tube in aluminum foil and mount it to the wall . Glue the 
street sign near the top of the pole . 

Personalization Opportunity: Print students’ pictures and glue them in the bus windows . 
Then cover the windows with cellophane .

Offering
Create an offering container from an empty milk carton . Paint the carton white and glue 
colorful construction paper squares to the sides for windows . Cut a slit in the top where 
students will put their offering . Cut a flap on the bottom so you can retrieve the offering . 
Consider creating multiple buildings from different sized cartons . Allow students the 
option of dropping their offering into any of the buildings .

Teacher’s Manual
This curriculum is Bible-based and written on a developmentally appropriate level for 
students ranging from two to three years of age . All activities and questions are written with 
the five areas of child development in mind: physical, social, emotional, cognitive, and 
spiritual . Each lesson presents a variety of interactions and experiences from which you 
can choose to create a teaching strategy based on the ages and stages of your students . 
Opportunities for higher thinking directives or discussion are designated with a  symbol . 

Look for the following opportunities within each lesson:

Curiosity Opportunities: Young children are curious about their world . We have the 
privilege of not only stimulating their curiosity about the world around them, but also 
about their God who made the world .

Sensory Opportunities: Even in church settings, toddlers learn through all their senses . 
Bible stories and lessons come alive through sensations of touch, sound, smell, taste, 
and sight . 

Literacy Opportunities: Story time is a foundational area of learning . Fostering a love for 
picture books now will only help foster a love for the Good Book later . 

Music Opportunities: Music is a necessary part of an enjoyable classroom experience 
and emerging worship experience . Use music to accomplish specific tasks, such as 
identifying transitions, working out the wiggles, and changing the atmosphere .

Pretend Opportunities: Toddlers love to play with dolls, stuffed animals, oversized 
clothing, real-life cookware, and anything else associated with “big people .” Role play 
is a great tool for assessing students’ interpretation of the lesson and growing student 
interactions .

Allergy Alert
Hopefully you are using the Child 
Information Form , asking all 
parents or guardians to fill one out 
before they leave a child in your 
care. Be especially aware of any 
food allergies. This quarter calls for 
many different types of snacks, so be 
prepared to provide alternatives for 
those students who may have allergies 
to any of them.

Note that children cannot filter out 
background noise as easily as adults, 
so avoid constant background music.

Maintain a prop box with a variety of 
dolls, stuffed animals, dress-up clothes, 
real-life cookware, table settings, and 
so on. Rotate items periodically to keep 
them fresh and exciting; remember 
to clean them regularly to maintain a 
healthy environment.

     What Is in the TRP Digital Downloads?
In addition to visuals and helps for each lesson, the TRP has a “General Item” folder that contains the following:

• Attendance Chart City Scene
• Attendance Snowflake Stickers
• Bible Art
• Bible Art Coloring Pages 
• Child Information Form
• City Sounds
• Classroom Décor
• Digital Postcards

• Home Connection Calendars
• Home Connection Devotionals
• Memory Chart Bus
• Memory Happy-Face Stickers
• Spiritual IEP
• Teacher Training: “Sensory Processing 

Disorder”
• Unit Memory Work Handouts

Lessons 3, 7, and 9 also have sound effects and videos available to assist you in the lesson . To download your 
digital resources, look for the code on the back of the TRP cover sheet .
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Construction Opportunities: When toddlers build, tear down, and then build again, they 
make connections which lead to an understanding of how parts fit together to form a 
whole . These discoveries facilitate future perceptions of themselves as part of a whole, 
including their part in the body of Christ .

Art Opportunities: For toddlers, art is more about experience than end product . Allow 
students to enjoy moments of artistic expression as they learn about God, His story, 
and His creations through creations of their own .

Movement Opportunities: When it comes to gross and fine motor skills, young children 
are constantly learning, growing, and re-mastering . This upward spiral of development 
pertains to both their physical and spiritual development . 

Family Participation Opportunities: Each lesson ends with a few suggested methods 
to connect the lesson to the home . The Home Connection take-home piece (trp)  
provides a unit overview, laying out each lesson’s biblical text, Bible Point, and Life 
Application, as well as suggesting a fun family activity to further stimulate discussion . 
Please note that all children’s levels are included on one sheet, making it easy for 
parents of children across multiple age or grade levels to discuss the day’s lesson . In 
addition, we have provided a great weekly devotional  to give to parents, or they can 
download it by going to the URL address at the top of each activity paper .

In the lessons, look for bold type to show words, dialogue, and questions you may want 
to use . Please let us know how the updated lesson format and the developmentally 
enhanced activities work for you . Our goal is to help you help your students .

Digital Curriculum: If you purchased your curriculum through the PPH website, the 
purchaser’s email should have received a message with instructions on how to easily 
download the digital material . In addition, both the teacher’s manual and the teacher’s 
resource packet (trp) are available through access codes .

See page 2 for instructions on how to digitally download the teacher’s manual as PDF 
and Word documents . Study each lesson on the go using your favorite handheld device 
(like an iPad) by opening the PDF using a reader like Adobe Acrobat . Personally craft the 
material to suit your particular interests and needs by editing the DOC files using a word 
processor like Microsoft Word . 

Activity Paper
Order one activity paper per student, with a few extras for growth and potential guests . The 
activity paper offers two activities to be used as an integral part of each week’s lesson .

Memory Work Feature: Unit memory posters are printed on the back of the activity paper 
cover . Send this cover page home with parents the first week .

Memory Charts: A memory chart is provided near the back of the activity paper . A digital 
version  is also available for printing extra copies . Each week after memory work, 
whether you teach the Bible Verse or Bible Words, students add a happy face sticker (trp) 

 to the appropriate bus on their memory charts .

Attendance Charts: Near the back of the activity paper is an attendance tracking page . 
A digital version  is also available for printing extra copies . For each class students 
attend, they add a snowflake sticker (trp)  to the sky above the city scene on their 
attendance charts .

Home Connection: If you do not have time or resources to print copies of the Home 
Connection HC calendar (trp)  and devotional  to send home with students, direct 
parents to the URL address on each activity paper .
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Unit 1
Light and Love in I John

Unit Bible Verse
“Greater is he that is in you, than 
he that is in the world” (I John 4:4).

Unit Bible Words
Jesus is greater than everything.

Scripture Text
Acts 9:1–22
I John 1:9

Bible Point
God is light.

Life Application
I walk in God’s light.

CORE SUPPLIES
Excite and Engage

Welcome: Each lesson in this unit features a different type of light: 1.) variety of flashlights, 2.) lava 
lamp, 3.) string of twinkling Christmas lights, and 4.) sunlight. For this lesson, display flashlights 
on a table at students’ eye level.
Unit 1’s theme song is “Open Up Your Heart (and Let the Sunshine In)” by Cowboy Church Sunday 
School. Learn the words to the chorus (with motions), perhaps learning to play the song on a 
keyboard or ukulele. For suggested motions, search YouTube for “Miss Nina-Children’s Sing & 
Move Along Songs-Open Up Your Heart (and Let the Sunshine In)” though we do not recommend 
showing this video to children. 
Offering container, attendance charts (ap) , attendance stickers (trp) , city sounds 

Activity Paper: Mount the Letters of the Day poster (trp) and Color of the Day poster (trp) . (Consider 
laminating the posters.) Add letters U and P to the Letter poster and yellow tissue or construction 
paper to the Color poster. (U word: up; P words: pulpit, pew, preacher, and people) 
Activity papers (page 1), crayons

Opening Activity: No supplies needed

Relate and Receive
Access Prior Experience: No supplies needed
Bible Lesson: Cut apart the Paul Sees the Light faces (trp)  and attach a loop of tape to the back of 

each. Mount these on a storyboard as you teach. You will also need a Bible and a flashlight (LED 
works best). 

Apply and Act
Life Application: Activity papers (page 2), Letter poster (trp), crayons
Prayer: No supplies needed
Snack Break: Colorful cereal (e.g., Fruit Loops), water, napkins, cups (2 per student), damp cleaning cloths
Home Connection: Prepare to send each student home with the unit 1 HC calendar (trp) , the lesson 

1 HC devotion  and the activity paper covers (ap) containing the memory work. Prepare child 
information forms  for parents to fill out as they drop off or pick up their children.

EXPANDED SUPPLIES
Worship and the Word

Worship: See page 11 to learn the words and motions for “Where Is God?” to the tune of “Baby Shark.”
Provide various children’s instruments for the songs “This Little Light of Mine” and “God Is So Good.”

Memory Work: Bible, unit 1 MW poster (trp), memory charts (ap) , memory happy-face stickers (trp) 

Reinforce and Review
Option 1: No supplies needed
Option 2: Large flashlight
Option 3: Make a portable light table. (See instructions and supplies on page 13). This will be used 

throughout the unit and in lesson 13. You will also need miscellaneous transparent objects.
Option 4: Paper plates (1 per student), yellow crayons or washable markers, black fine-tipped marker, 

hole punch, string

PAUL SEES THE LIGHT 
December 6

2020

1

Scan this to go to  
“Open Up Your Heart”  

by Cowboy Church Sunday School
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 CORE (designed for a teaching period around 45 minutes)

EXCITE AND ENGAGE
Welcome: God Is Light

As students arrive, have city sounds  playing . Collect the offering and let students add 
a sticker (trp)  to their attendance charts (ap)  . 

Invite students into the newly decorated room and point out the décor changes .

Distribute flashlights and carefully supervise students as they experiment turning the 
flashlights on and off . If possible, dim the classroom lights so the beams are easily seen . 

Teach the Bible Point using flashlights .

Point the beams up: God is
Swirl the beams on the ceiling: light. 

Teach the unit 1 theme song (with motions): “Open Up Your Heart (and Let the Sunshine 
In) .” The song was originally by Cowboy Church Sunday School . We will only use the chorus .

So let the sun shine in, face it with a grin.
Smilers never lose and frowners never win.
So let the sun shine in, face it with a grin. 
Open up your heart and let the sun shine in.

Activity Paper: Letters and Color of the Day
Sing the alphabet song with students . Give high fives and verbal praise for a good job 
of singing . Then introduce the letters of the day (U and P), 
followed by the color of the day (yellow) . 

• What do we have in our classroom that is yellow?

Distribute activity papers . On the front page, show the first letter 
of the day: U . The letter U is for up. Point up and say, “U is for up.” 

Where do we look to find the light Jesus made? . . . We look up. 

When you are outside, what is that big light in the sky called? 
. . . Is it the sun? In our Bible story today, a man named Paul 
looked up and saw a bright light from God shining down on him. 

During class, if anyone gets out-of-
sorts, sing this chorus to change the 
focus.

In addition to presenting biblical 
characters and connections to the 
Bible story, the activity paper presents 
something familiar to toddlers: 
letters and colors. During this time 
students are greeted right away with 
the alphabet song—a song they have 
heard before and will likely be able 
to sing. Even if they are in a new 
environment, visiting students can 
quickly feel at ease. For students 
who attend each week, this repetitive 
activity creates a sense of security and 
stability toddlers need.

     Teacher Devotional
Read I John 1:5–10 . Prayerfully consider what this passage says:

About God
God never misses the mark . He is always on target and His aim is always true . His chief desire is relationship 
with us, which is why He is always faithful and just to forgive us our sins .

To You as a Teacher
People tend to fall into one of two categories: (1) we don’t think we are that bad, or (2) we think we are too 
bad . We walk in the light when we stand in the tension between the two categories . We must confess our sins 
and then trust His righteousness to cover us .

To Your Students
Toddlers know about light and dark, and they do not typically like the dark . They want to be in the light . They 
like turning on the lights and flipping light switches . They enjoy playing with flashlights and shining the 
beams over the floor, up the wall, and across the ceiling . Light is fun . 

This lesson provides a wonderful, sensory-filled opportunity to connect toddlers’ love of light to the love 
of God . Jesus is the Light of the world . Introduce that concept to your students in a way that will have them 
beaming with excitement .
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Have students color by letter, using yellow to color all the spaces with a letter U . They may 
color the rest of the picture any colors they choose .

Opening Activity: Watch for the Light
When you say “go,” students should move as instructed . Possible movements include 
spin around, jump up and down, crawl around, and wiggle .

When the room lights flicker, students should stop . The flickering lights will get their 
attention but not frighten them . 

You did such a good job of watching for the light. Say, “God is light.”

RELATE AND RECEIVE
Access Prior Experience: Lights Out 

• Have the lights in your house ever gone out during a storm? 

• What did your parents do?

Bible Lesson: Paul Sees the Light (Acts 9:1–22)
Show your Bible . The Bible is God’s storybook. Sing “The B-I-B-L-E .” 

Show students where today’s story is in the Bible . Our story comes from the Bible. 
Today’s Bible story is about a man named Paul. Paul saw a light from Heaven and learned 
that God is light. Say, “God is light.”

Teach students how to turn thumbs-up (Yes, yes!) and thumbs-down (Oh no!) . They echo 
the exclamations and mimic your motions as you turn thumbs-up and 
thumbs-down .

This is Paul. Display Paul’s angry face (trp)  . Paul was a meanie. He was 
angry. Oh no! He did not like God’s people. He hurt them. Oh no! His heart 
was dark and ugly. Oh no! But Jesus loved Paul. Yes, yes!

Add the group of angry faces (trp)  to the board . One day Paul and his friends went to find 
Christians to hurt them. Oh no! Suddenly a bright light flashed. Shine a bright flashlight 
on the board . The light knocked Paul to the ground. Drop Paul’s angry face to the floor .

Jesus asked, “Paul, why are you being so mean to Me?”

Paul said, “Who are You, Lord?”

Jesus said, “I am Jesus.”

Paul trembled. “What do You want me to do?”

Jesus said, “Go into the city and wait. Someone will come and tell you what to do.”

Turn off the bright flashlight . The light disappeared. It was gone, but Paul 
could not see. Place Paul’s blind face (trp)  on the board . Paul’s friends led 
him to a house. Remove the group of faces .

Count on fingers . For one day and night . . . two days and nights . . . three 
days and nights . . . a long time Paul sat all alone and waited. He could not see. Oh no! 
He did not eat. Oh no! He just waited and prayed. Yes, yes!

Then God sent a preacher to pray for Paul. Add Ananias’s face (trp)  . God 
opened Paul’s blind eyes. Replace Paul’s blind face with his happy face 
(trp)  . Paul did not feel mean and ugly anymore. He felt light and happy. 
Yes, yes!

Review the Bible story, asking a few simple questions from the suggestions in the margin .

The opening activity presents an 
opportunity for toddlers to interact with 
their environment and each other. It 
helps visiting students become more at 
ease with new surroundings and new 
friends. This activity keeps learning fun 
and exciting, just the way toddlers like 
it, and it prepares students for the Bible 
lesson and life application to come.

Use lots of silly faces and voices as you 
teach. Mimic the expressions shown 
on the faces from the resource packet. 
Children learn by repetition, so repeat 
the story. The second time through, 
let students place the faces on the 
storyboard. 

To avoid confusion in young students’ 
minds, refer to Saul as Paul. Children 
often confuse this Saul for the king in 
the Old Testament.

• When Paul was mean and hurt 
Christians, was he happy or sad? 
Sad 

• Did Jesus love Paul even when he 
was mean? Yes

• What made Paul blind? A bright 
light

• Who told Paul to go into the city 
and wait? Jesus

• When the preacher prayed for Paul, 
what happened? God healed him.
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APPLY AND ACT
Life Application: I walk in God’s light .

Distribute activity papers . On the back page, show the second letter of the day: P . The 
letter P is for pew, pulpit, preacher, and people. 

• Talk about where you can find these items in your church . 

• Teach your pastor’s name to students . 

• Ask students to name some people they know in your church . 

Have students draw a line from the preacher to the pulpit and from the people to the 
pews . The preacher in our story prayed for Paul, and God opened Paul’s blind eyes. 

  As students color the pictures, talk about some things your pastor might pray 
about . Share some miracles from people in your church .

Prayer: Thank You, Jesus
Lead students in this prayer .

I love the light. (point at the room’s light)
The light is bright. (shade eyes)
It makes me warm inside, (fold arms over chest)
And lets me play outside. (jump and spin)
Thank You, Jesus, for the light. (fold hands in prayer)

Snack Break: Light My Snack
Have students prepare for and pray over snack . If we turned off the light, could we see to 
eat? . . . No. What a mess we would make.

The light is good. We need the light. Serve small cups of dry colorful cereal and water . As 
students eat, ask them to find different colors of cereal .

  Without Jesus, things would be a mess. Jesus is good. We need His good light. As 
students eat, talk about how Jesus is the Light of our world .

Home Connection
• For each student, send home a copy of the unit 1 HC calendar (trp)  and the lesson 

1 HC devotion , or show parents the URL on the back of the activity paper so they 
can download it themselves .

• Send home the cover of the activity paper, showing parents that the back contains 
the memory work posters for the entire quarter . Encourage them to post it in a visible 
location, such as on the refrigerator .

• Use the Child Information Forms  to get contact information from parents . This will 
be used to establish a home connection throughout the quarter . 

 EXPANDED (designed to supplement a teaching period over 45 minutes)

WORSHIP AND THE WORD
Worship

Sing “Where Is God?” to the tune of “Baby Shark .”

Ask: Where is the light? Then sing:

The light is here (point at feet), doo doo doo doo doo doo.
Light is there (point into the distance), doo doo doo doo doo doo.
Everywhere (spin around with finger pointing out), doo doo doo doo doo doo.
Light is good (clap, clap, clap) .

Toddlers enjoy helping. Snack time 
is a wonderful opportunity to assign 
students special tasks. Ask helpers to 
set out napkins, cups of snacks, and 
cups of water. When finished eating, 
encourage students to help clean up, 
giving some damp cloths to wipe the 
table and chairs.
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Ask: Where is God? Then sing:

God is here (point at feet), doo doo doo doo doo doo.
God is there (point into the distance), doo doo doo doo doo doo.
Everywhere (spin around with finger pointing out), doo doo doo doo doo doo.
God is good (clap, clap, clap) .

Distribute instruments for students to play and sing “This Little Light of Mine .” Then sing 
“God Is So Good” with the additional chorus, “Light is so good . It’s so good for me .”

As you collect the instruments, ask each student: Do you love God’s light?

Memory Work: I John 4:4
Unit 1 Bible Verse: “Greater is he that is in you, than he that is in the world” (I John 4:4) .

Using the unit 1 MW poster (trp), show the Bible Verse . Point at each word, including the 
reference, as you read it and have students repeat after you . 

Teach students the chorus of “Greater Is He That Is in Me” by having them repeat after you .

Greater (make muscles) is He (point up) that is in me (point to self ), 
Greater (make muscles) is He (point up) that is in me (point to self ), 
Greater (make muscles) is He (point up) that is in me (point to self ), 
Than he that is in the world (arms out, palms up, shrug shoulders) .

Unit 1 Bible Words: Jesus is greater than everything .
Using the unit 1 MW poster (trp), show the Bible Words . Point at each word as you read it 
and have students repeat after you . 

Read the statements below and let students finish them by shouting, “Jesus is greater 
than everything,” while raising their hands over their heads with fingers touching, and 
then spreading arms out to the sides . Repeat until students are familiar with the words 
and actions .

Animals are great, but (insert Bible Words and actions) .
The mountains are great, but (insert Bible Words and actions) .
The ocean is great, but (insert Bible Words and actions) .
Cookies are great, but (insert Bible Words and actions) .

REINFORCE AND REVIEW
Option 1: P Is for Paul Sees the Light

To review the Bible story, lead students through this pantomime of Paul’s conversion . 

Paul was angry. Make a mean face .

He looked for Christians to hurt. Stomp around the room .

A bright light shone from heaven. Stop and look up, shading eyes .

Paul fell to the ground. Crumple onto the floor .

He could not see. Cover eyes with hands .

Jesus said, “Paul, why are you being mean?” Wag finger .

Paul asked, “Who are You, Lord?” Shrug shoulders . Look puzzled .

Jesus said, “I am Jesus.” Wag finger .

Paul trembled. “What do You want?”  Tremble with a questioning look .

Jesus said, “Go into the city and wait.” Walk around the room .

Paul sat and waited three days. Sit down and count 1, 2, 3 .

A preacher came and prayed for him. Lay hands on head .

God healed Paul.  Stand up . Raise hands .

Paul wasn’t mad anymore. He was happy. Clap and run around the room .

At the completion of either method, allow 
participating students to add a sticker 
(trp)  to their memory charts (ap) . 

This section offers a collection of 
lesson-related activity options to 
drive home the Bible Point and Life 
Application. Select the ones that best 
fit with your group and setting.
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Option 2: I Walk in God’s Light 
Turn on a bright flashlight . Dim the room lights enough so the flashlight beam is easy to 
follow . Lead students around the room, walking in the light . Have students chant with 
you: I walk in God’s light. Occasionally turn off the light . Oops! Where did the light go? 
Turn the light back on . There it is. Let’s walk in the light. Resume walking and chanting .

• Who is the Light of the world? Jesus

Creating a Light Table
The first unit (lessons 1–4) focus on God’s light . For sensory activities, make a 
portable light table . You may already have all the supplies needed . If not, the 
investment is minimal in time and money for a year-round teaching tool . 

Supplies
• Shallow plastic storage box with a clear lid
• White tissue paper
• Clear tape
• String of white Christmas lights 
• Extension cord or battery LED tape lights
• Aluminum foil

To Build
• Cover the inside of the lid with white tissue paper . 
• If the box is transparent, line the sides and bottom with aluminum foil . 
• Spread the lights inside the box and turn them on . 
• Replace the lid .
• On the lid, place medium-sized transparent objects or opaque objects with 

holes in them . Do not use objects small enough to be choking hazards . 
• Dim the room lights .

Interaction Suggestions
• Turn ultra-color Solo plastic cups upside down . With a permanent marker, write 

numbers or letters on the bottom of the cups . Help students arrange these to 
spell their names or to put numbers in order .

• Scatter Cheerios or Fruit Loops on the surface of the box .

• Cut different shapes from colored plastic notebook dividers .

For additional ideas, see “50 Ways to Use a Light Box from the Texas School for the 
Blind and Visually Impaired .” 

Basic idea taken from “Homemade (Easy, Low-Cost) Light Table” on the Tinker Lab 
website .

Option 3: A Light Table 
Use a portable light table and various medium-sized, transparent objects . Point out the beauty 
of the light . Allow time for free play and discovery as students experiment with the light . 

Option 4: A Sun for Light
God made the sun to give us light. Help students make suns to hang in their rooms . 

Give each student a paper plate and yellow crayon or washable marker . After students 
color their suns, add facial features . Punch a hole in the top and add a string for a hanger .

Walking in God’s light is an 
abstract concept beyond toddlers’ 
comprehension.

Focus on obeying simple instructions, 
such as, “Watch the light” and walk 
in it.

50 Ways to Use a Light Box

Homemade (Easy, Low-Cost) Light Table
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